Please be advised that the list below is pending and subject to change based on updated publisher and faculty information. Check the Bookstore website at http://hofstra.bncollege.com for complete up to date information.

**ACCTNG & FINANCE FOR LAWYERS (LAW 2750):** Prof. Jawitz  


Additional materials will be available at the law school copy center.

**ADMIRALTY LAW (LAW 2753):** Professor Frevola  


**ADVANCED TORT PRACTICE AND PROBLEMS (LAW 2772):** Prof. McGrath  

**ANIMAL LAW (LAW 3727):** Professor Gesualdi  

**ANTITRUST (LAW 3732):**  
Professor Lupu  

**ASYLUM CLINIC (LAW 5801):**  
Professor Wren  
(REQUIRED) Regina Germain, AILA’s Asylum Primer, 6th ed., ISBN 9781573702904

**BANKRUPTCY (LAW 3794):**  
Professor Waxman  
(REQUIRED) Bussel and Skeel, Bankruptcy, 10th ed., ISBN 9781609304409, Foundation Press/West Academic

BUSINESS DRAFTING SEMINAR (LAW 2792): Professor Goldberg  

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS A (LAW 4701): Professor Greenwood  
(REQUIRED)  

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT E (LAW 3735): Professor Braunstein  

CIVIL PROCEDURE I (LAW 1700): Professors Gundlach and Sample  

CIVIL PROCEDURE I (LAW 1700): Professor DiFonzo  

CLINICAL BIOETHICS (LAW 3991): Professor Dolgin will be using her own materials

CLINICAL PROSECUTION PRACTICUM (LAW 3820): Professor Klein  

COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CLINIC (LAW 5805): Professor Haber  

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (LAW 3760): Professor E. Freedman  
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (LAW 3760):  Professor Ku

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (LAW 3760):  Professor Charlow


CONTRACTS I (LAW 1705):  Professor Albert


CONTRACTS I (LAW 1705):  Professor Neumann


(REQUIRED) Photocopy supplement – students buy this in the law school copy room.


CONTRACTS (LAW 1705):  Professor Colombo


CONTRACTS (LAW 1705):  Professors Caffarone and Joffe

COPYRIGHT (LAW 3778): Professor Friedman

CRIMINAL JUSTICE CLINIC (LAW 5800): Professor Nevins


CRIMINAL LAW (LAW 1710): Professors Barron, Kessler

CRIMINAL LAW (LAW 1710): Professor Burke

CRIMINAL LAW IN THE WORKPLACE (LAW 2714): Professor Nicolino
No textbook required.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE I (LAW 4751): Professor Klein
(REQUIRED) Kamisar, LaFave, Israel, King, Kerr and Primus, Basic Criminal Procedure, 14th ed., ISBN 9781634595018

DERIVATIVES LAW (LAW 2974): Professor Kalbaugh

DISASTER RECOVERY CLINIC (LAW 5808): Professor Benjie Louis

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE A (LAW 3792): Professor Barron

ELDER LAW (LAW 2777): Professor Burner, No textbook required.

EMPLOYMENT LAW (LAW 3805): Prof. Venditti

ENERGY LAW AND POLICY (LAW 3808): Professor Hickey

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW (LAW 3812): Professor Kuh

**ERISA & PENSION BENEFITS (LAW 2835): Professor Oringer**
(RECOMMENDED) The Evolving World of Erisa 2014: An Introduction

**EVIDENCE E (LAW 4761): Professor Kessler**

**EVIDENCE A (LAW 4761): Professor Krieger**


**EXTERNSHIP, CIVIL (LAW 3822): Professor Gundlach ----No textbook required.**

**EXTERNSHIP, CRIMINAL (LAW 3824): Professor Klein-- No Textbook required**

**FAMILY LAW (LAW 3831): Professor Grossman**

**FEDERAL INCOME TAX OF INDIVIDUALS (LAW 4805): Professor Galler**
(REQUIRED) Lathrope's Selected Federal Taxation Statutes and Regulations, 2015 (West), ISBN 9781628100846


**FEDERAL COURTS (LAW 3835): Professor Sample**

**FEDERAL ESTATE AND GIFT TAX A (LAW 2836): Professor Kestenbaum**
THIS CLASS HAS BEEN CANCELLED.


**FEDERAL TAX CLINIC PRACTICUM (LAW 2864): Professors Galler and Mandel**
There is one required book. However, the students will get this book directly from the publisher (ABA): Fogg, Effectively Representing Your Client Before the IRS, 6th ed (2015).
FOUNDATIONAL LAWYERING SKILLS (LAW 3200)  

HEALTH LAW (LAW 3844):  Professor Jakimo  

IMMIGRATION LAW (LAW 3872): Professor Young  

INTERNATIONAL LAW (LAW 3881): Professor Stark  
(REQUIRED) Janis and Noyes, International Law (American Casebook Series)  

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION (LAW 2875): Professor Presser  

INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTION SKILLS (LAW 2503): Professor Lites  

INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN LEGAL SYSTEM (LAW 2993): Professor Ku  

LABOR LAW A (LAW 3889): Professor Hayden  

LAW AND LITERATURE: Dean Lane  
Required:  
1. Banks, Russell – The Sweet Hereafter (HarperPerennial)  
2. Bellow, Saul– DANGLING MAN (Penguin Books)  
3. Carver, Raymond– WHERE I’M CALLING FROM (Vintage Contemporaries)
4. Cisneros, Sandra – WOMAN HOLLERING CREEK AND OTHER STORIES (Vintage Contemporaries)


6. Gaines, Ernest J. – A LESSON BEFORE DYING (Vintage)


9. Lee, Harper – TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD (Hachette)


11. O’Connor – A Good Man is Hard to Find http://xroads.virginia.edu/~drbr/goodman.html

12. Toole, F.X. - MILLION DOLLAR BABY (HarperCollins)


14. Rope Burns (Toole)

**LAW & ROLE OF IN-HOUSE COUNSEL (LAW 2504): Professor Lampert**
No book required.

**LAW PRACTICE MANAGEMENT (LAW 2729): Professor Rivkin**

**LAW REFORM ADVOCACY CLINIC (LAW 5813): Professor Krieger**

**LAWYERS’ ETHICS (LAW 2897): Judge DeStefano**


LAWYERS’ ETHICS (LAW 2897):  Professor Meyer
(REQUIRED) Lerman and Schrag, Ethical Problems in the Practice of Law, 3rd ed., ISBN 9781454803010


LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720):  Professor Campagna

(REQUIRED) The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation, 20th ed., ISBN 9780692400197


LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720): Professor Colesanti

(REQUIRED) The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation, 20th ed., ISBN 9780692400197

LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720): Professors Joffe

(REQUIRED) The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation, 20th ed., ISBN 9780692400197


LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720): Professors Stein


LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720): Professors Cascino


LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAW 1720): Professor Caffarone


LEGAL WRITING AND RESEARCH (LAWA 1720): Professor McElroy


LEGAL RESOURCES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS (LAW 3891): Prof. Campagna- No textbook required.

LITIGATION DRAFTING SKILLS (LAW 3709): Professor Austin


(REQUIRED) CPLR: Author & Publisher is Looseleaf, ISBN 9780930137120

LOGIC SKILLS – LEGAL REASONING (LAW 2731): Professor Walker
No textbook required

MATRIMONIAL SKILLS (LAW 2892): Professor Barron
ISBN 9781556817687

(REQUIRED) Lynne Z. Gold-Bikin & Stephen Kolodny, Divorce Trial Manual
(ABA Publications 2004), ISBN 9781590312377

(REQUIRED) James W. McElhaney, McElhaney’s Trial Notebook, 4th ed. (ABA
Publications 2005), ISBN 9781590315033

MEDIATION: PRINCIPALS AND PRACTICE (LAW 3922): Professor Bush
(REQUIRED) Bush and Folger, Transformative Mediation: A Sourcebook (2nd ed), 2010,
ISBN 9780970949226

MERGERS AND ACQUISITION (LAW 2913): Professor Klein, S. - No textbook
required

PATENT LAW (LAW 2921): Professor Richetti
(REQUIRED) Robert Patrick Merges and John Fitzgerald Duffy, Patent Law and Policy:
version), 9780769857671 (loose-leaf); 9780769882338 (eBook)

PERSPECTIVES LEGAL ANALYSIS & WRITING (LAW 3930): Professor McElroy
No textbook required.

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS (LAW 4827): Professor Hyman
(REQUIRED) Stein, Fisher Jr., A Practical Guide to Commercial Real Estate Transactions,
2nd ed., ABA, ISBN 9781604420791

REAL TIME LAWYERING (LAW 2969): Professor Barron—No textbook required.

REGULATION OF SECURITIES BROKER DEALERS (LAW 2934): Professor Sabino
(REQUIRED) Hazen & Ratner, Broker-Dealer Regulation, Thomson West, ISBN
9780314143853

SECURITIES REGULATION (LAW 3964): Professor Colesanti - no textbook
required.

SELECTED PROBLEMS IN NEW YORK CIVIL PRACTICE E (LAW 3969):
Judge Knobel
(REQUIRED) Siegel, David, New York Practice (5th ed.), ISBN 9780314278418, West+ its
Supplement, ISBN 9780314635648
SPORTS LAW (LAW 3975): Professor Skehan will hand out appropriate material for the students to read.

SEX-BASED DISCRIMINATION (LAW 2942): Professor Grossman

TORTS (LAW 1735): Professor Bush

TORTS (LAW 1735): Professor Walker


TORTS (LAW 1735): Professor Kuh

TRADEMARKS (LAW 2948): Professor Tufariello will be using her own materials

WILLS, TRUSTS AND ESTATES A (LAW 4837): Professor Gans

YOUTH ADVOCACY CLINIC A (LAW 5802): Professor Liebmann

YOUTH COURT (LAW 2707): Professors Kaplan and Reyer – No textbook required Class has been canceled.
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